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Odd||Even is a math and logic based, integer placement puzzle game created by irritatingFLY studio.
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Avoid this game like the plauge. Infact if you want this game, go get the plauge first. The game does not work on most
of the machines that I've tried to run it on. The developer I believe has given up on this game, they haven't been on steam

for 99 days. If the developer reads this, if you don't plan on doing anything more with it, can you open source it and
place it on github so at least I can attempt to get it to work. I've never even played a single game.. Avoid this game like
the plauge. Infact if you want this game, go get the plauge first. The game does not work on most of the machines that
I've tried to run it on. The developer I believe has given up on this game, they haven't been on steam for 99 days. If the

developer reads this, if you don't plan on doing anything more with it, can you open source it and place it on github so at
least I can attempt to get it to work. I've never even played a single game.. Although the idea of the game is interesting, I
cannot recommend it. The main cause is that the tutorial is close to non-existent, which makes the game very difficult to
learn. There is alot to be improved and polished about it.. stupid game imo. Although the idea of the game is interesting,
I cannot recommend it. The main cause is that the tutorial is close to non-existent, which makes the game very difficult

to learn. There is alot to be improved and polished about it.. I paid u20ac0.50 for a subpar wallpaper:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=839508653 All because the dev didn't bother about testing the

game on AMD GPUs. and probably never will. 10/10 would refund again. Don't waste your money if you have an AMD
GPU, or an older Intel one.. It does not work.. Doesnt work, and it appears that the dev team hasnt addressed these

issues, despite it being reported since the game was released. This failure to launch appears to affect a wide array of
systems and setups.. Still doesn't work on certain computers after a really long time after release.. Doesnt work, and it

appears that the dev team hasnt addressed these issues, despite it being reported since the game was released. This
failure to launch appears to affect a wide array of systems and setups.
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